CSH-6 Baekje Capital Gongju and Buyeo Tour (1 DAY)

Tour Schedule
Take a bus from Hotel and transfer to Gongju, Chungcheongnam-do. After arriving, tour the National Gongju Museum and "Tomb of King Muryeong", which exhibit cultural heritage and historical relics from the Baekje era, one of the ancient kingdoms of the Korean Peninsula at the end of the 18th century. Here, metal crafts, daily necessities, and weapons from the Baekje era are exhibited. In particular, Baekje pottery was famous for its beautiful design and technology.

After lunch, visit the National Baekje Cultural Complex to see the cultural assets of the Baekje era. Then, move to Gudeorae Ferry, which was an international port that traveled between China and Japan, and experience boarding a ferry. Travel back in time to ancient times by visiting Nakhaam Rock, Goransa Temple, and Busosanseong Fortress, where you can see the superb view of the Baekma River!

At the end of the tour, we will take you to your hotel.

Tour Price & Inclusions
Tour amount: 155,000 won
Included: Tour vehicle, guide, tickets to tourist attractions, lunch

Minimum number of tour participants
Minimum number of departures: 6 people - In case of less than 6 people, cancellation or additional fee will be charged.
If there are more than 6 people, the VAN will be changed to a Minibus, and if there are between 7-11 participants, an extra fee will be charged.

The Baekje Cultural Complex consists of the Baekje History and Culture Center, which includes the Sabiseong Royal Palace, Neungs Temple, and Living Culture Village, a Korean traditional culture school, and privately funded accommodations, theme parks, theme outlets, and sports facilities.

The Baekje Cultural Complex is the first place in Korea to reproduce the Baekje royal palace during the Three Kingdoms period.

In addition, the Baekje History and Culture Museum, which opened in 2006, is the only Baekje history museum in the country and shows the history and culture of Baekje at a glance.

Now, we introduce Baekje, which has been dormant for 1,400 years, domestically and internationally.

Note: This material is for ISASS AP 2023 use only. There may be some changes without prior notice during the actual tour implementation.